The Center for Learning Excellence (CLE) offers 2 types of workshops for the TSI Assessment. We now offer a comprehensive review of topics covered by the TSI Assessment as well as Quick Review workshops that cover multiple concepts.

**WHO FACILITATES THE WORKSHOPS?**
Our TSI Assessment Reviews are presented by CLE Tutors.

**CONTACT US:**
(956) 872-8303

*Attendance is limited to first 10 participants. Please arrive early to guarantee a spot.*

---

**Comprehensive Math Workshops**

**Wednesday February 10, 11 am-12 pm**
Quadratic Expressions

**Monday, February 15, 12-1 pm**
Algebraic Expressions

**Thursday, February 18 11 am-12 pm**
Word Problems and Applications

**Tuesday February 23, 12-1 pm**
Linear Equations, Inequalities and Systems

**Wednesday March 2, 2-3 pm**
Plane Geometry

**Monday, March 7, 11 am-12 pm**
Powers and Radicals

**Thursday, March 10, 1-2 pm**
Rational and Exponential Expressions

**Tuesday March 22, 11 am-12 pm**
Transformations and Symmetry

**Wednesday March 30, 9-10 am**
Interpreting Data

**Monday April 4, 9-10 am**
Statistical Measures

**Thursday April 7, 1–2pm**
Probability

**Wednesday, April 13 12-1 pm**
Measurements

**Tuesday April 19, 11 am-12 pm**
Quadratic Expressions

**Monday April 25 12-1 pm**
Algebraic Expressions

---

**Quick Review Math Workshops**

**Friday, February 26 9-11 am**
Elementary Algebra and Functions

**Friday, April 1, 9-11 am**
Intermediate Algebra and Functions

**Friday, April 22, 9-11 am**
Geometry and Measurement

**Friday, April 29 9-11 am**
Data Analysis, Statistics and Probability

---

*All Workshops will be held in C-128

**All Workshops have a maximum capacity of 10 students*